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AAA Innovations is 
Your Official Supplier of 

IGLOO® Hard Coolers.
AAA Innovations has partnered 

with IGLOO® to offer you an 
exclusive collection of hard 

coolers, designed to elevate your 
brand to new heights. We offer 

styles fit for any adventure or the 
perfect everyday carry!
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IGLOO 60QT Rolling Cooler (33109): This 60QT 
Rolling Cooler is made in the USA. The signature cube 
shape lends both form and function as it features two 
molded-in side handles for easy lifting and carrying.  
This massive cooler is designed to go anywhere 
you go, outfitted with rugged wheels and a locking, 
telescoping handle. Made in the USA.

IGLOO 28QT Rolling Cooler (33115): Available as a 
28QT. This rolling cooler offers the same great features 
as its 60QT counterpart at a compact size! Made in 
the USA.

Molded-in Side Handles

Up to 2 Days of Ice Retention

Holds 93 cans

Lid Doubles as a Seat

Telescoping Handle
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IGLOO Party Bar (33110): This 125QT Party Bar 
holds up to 158 cans and features an Ultratherm™ 
insulated body for long-lasting ice retention. Heavy-
duty locking casters make transport a breeze and Cool 
Riser Technology™ improves cooling performance 
by elevating away from hot surfaces. Features include 
removable drink dividers, separate bottle/wine caddy, 
stainless steel bottle opener with catch bin for caps, 
utility loops to hold towels or trash bags, a threaded 
drain plug that lets you hook up a hose for ultimate 
easy-to-drain performance, and a removable lid that 
transforms the cooler into an open-air beverage tub. 
Heavy-duty swing-up side handles facilitate moving 
the cooler. Made in the USA.

Side Handles & Removable Base Holds up to 158 Cans

Removable Drink Dividers

Locking Caster WheelsBottle Opener & Catch Bin
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IGLOO KoolTunes (33111): This kickin’ kooler doubles as a retro boombox with 2 built-in twin Bluetooth 
speakers! The 14QT KoolTunes Boombox Playmate Cooler holds up to 26 cans and features THERMECOOL™ 
foam, a cleaner, eco-friendly insulation to keep drinks cold. The control panel on back includes LED status 
indicator, charging port & power, Bluetooth pairing & volume buttons. Speaker provides up to 10 hours of audio 
playtime on a single charge and includes a 3-foot USB charging cable.

Up to 10 Hours of Playtime

Advanced Insulation

Holds up to 26 Cans

Control Panel with  
Bluetooth Pairing
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IGLOO Tag Along Too (33112): This light-weight, portable cooler can hold up to 14 cans and comes complete 
with a stylish, adjustable crossbody shoulder strap for easy, hands-free carrying! Not only does the lid lock at 
each side, but it also features an interior gasket seal to prevent spills and leaks. The spacious design holds bottles 
upright. The MaxCold® insulation provides up to two days of ice retention and a hinge detent feature keeps the 
lid open until you shut it closed.

Leakproof, Lockable Lid

Adjustable Shoulder Strap

Holds up to 14 Cans

Up to 2 Days of Ice Retention
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IGLOO Playmate Elite 16QT Cooler (33113): This versatile 30-can cooler is made in the USA and features the 
iconic trademarked tent-top design which swings open to either side for easy access and protection against 
spillage. Features include a push-button lid design for convenient one-handed operation and a molded-in handle 
for easy one-handed carrying. Made in the USA.

THERMECOOL™ Insulation

Swivel Lid

Holds up to 30 cans

Iconic Design
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Molded-in Side Handles

THERMECOOL™ Insulation

Holds up to 36 Cans

One-Handed Carrying Capability

Lid Doubles as a Seat

IGLOO 25QT Retro Picnic Basket Cooler (33114): 
This 25QT retro Picnic Basket Cooler can hold up 
to 36 cans and features molded-in side handles 
for comfortable one-handed carrying capability, 
THERMECOOL™ foam, a cleaner, eco-friendly 
insulation, and a waffle-top lid that doubles as a seat. 
Made in the USA.
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Sasquatch Coolers

1.

1. The Big Chill (8167): Signature 3-layer temperature control design. Interior leak-proof liner. Padded foam 
insulation. Soft & durable rPET fabric. Detachable shoulder strap. Exterior zippered pocket, Holds up to 24 
cans & 10lbs of ice! 

2. Tote Cooler (8130): Retail-inspired fashion tote cooler bag. Crinkle nylon exterior. Ultra-thick PEVA lining. 
Vegan leather accents. Exterior zippered pocket. Holds up to 12 cans with ice!

3. Backpack Cooler (8131): Retail-inspired fashion backpack cooler. Crinkle nylon exterior. Ultra-thick PEVA 
lining. Vegan leather accents. Exterior zippered pockets. Holds up to 18 cans with ice!

4. Duffel Cooler (8132): Retail-inspired barrel duffel cooler bag. Crinkle nylon exterior. Ultra-thick PEVA 
lining. Vegan leather accents. Exterior pocket. Holds up to 30 cans with ice! 

5. Table Cooler (8163): Lunchbox-style insulated cooler bag. Lightweight. Portable. Built-in-fold-out table top. 
2 built-in cupholders. Exterior pocket. Detachable shoulder strap. Holds up to 24 cans with ice!

2.

4.

3.

5.
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1. Sasquatch 54QT Cooler (12021): 
Extra height holds 2-liter bottles 
upright. Leak-resistant channel 
drain. Comfort-grip steel handles. 
Rust-resistant stainless steel lid 
latch and hardware. Built-in bottle 
opener.  Holds up to 85 cans! 

2. Sasquatch 54QT Music Cooler 
(12048): Features a built-in 
Bluetooth speaker with solar-
charging music activated LED lights! 
Extra height holds 2-liter bottles 
upright. Leak-resistant channel 
drain. Comfort-grip steel handles. 
Rust-resistant stainless steel lid 
latch and hardware. Built-in bottle 
opener.  Holds up to 85 cans! 

3. Sasquatch 25QT Classic Cooler 
(12072): Leak-resistant channel 
drain. Comfort-grip steel handles. 
Rust-resistant stainless steel lid 
latch and hardware. Built-in bottle 
opener.  Holds up to 36 cans!

4. Sasquatch 54QT Wood Top 
Cooler (12096): Now with an 
engravable craft wood lid. Extra 
height holds 2-liter bottles upright. 
Leak-resistant channel drain. 
Comfort-grip steel handles. Rust-
resistant stainless steel lid latch and 
hardware. Built-in bottle opener.  
Holds up to 85 cans! 

Best-Selling Steel Coolers 

1.

2.

3.

4.
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1. 15L Mini Cool Bar (CB2012):

The 15L Mini Cool Bar is a versatile 
cooler that transforms into a 
stylish bar table. Its telescoping 
pole and patented locking system 
secure the table top, which can 
hold up to 15 12 oz. cans with ice. 
With a built-in handle, bottle 
opener, and condiment caddy, it's 
ideal for outings like ball games, 
beach trips, tailgates, or BBQs.

2. Cool Bar (CB2010):

45L capacity. Condensation-free 
double walled cooler. Retractable 
telescoping tabletop. Locking 
tabletop ensures stability. Drainage 
hole with stopper. Holds up to 40 
cans & 30lbs of ice!

3. 65L Rolling Cooler (12029):

65L capacity. Portable rolling 
cooler. Equipped with 4 
wheels. Full bleed graphics. 
Interchangeable graphics optional. 
Additional wraps available.

4. Rolling Can Cooler (12046): 

Art meets innovation with our 
Rolling Can Cooler. Aside from 
being a conversation piece, this 
cooler has a 5 gallon capacity and 
can hold up to 27 cans.

Cooler & Table
All-In-One!

1.

2.

3.

4.

Built-in Handle

Bottle Opener

Condiment 
Caddy

Patented Locking 
System
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The first rotomolded cooler 
that can be fully wrapped!

The first rotomolded cooler 
that can be fully wrapped!

1.
1. 54QT OBP Rotomolded Cooler (12550): 54QT capacity. Rotomolded cooler. Fully wrapped including 
outside lid. Roped rubber handles. Interlock lid system. Decoration available inside lid. Holds up to 84 cans 
with ice! Made with eco-friendly OBP! 

2. 45QT OBP Bench Cooler (12158): 45QT capacity. Rotomolded cooler. Roped rubber handles. Interlock lid 
system. Built-in cushioned seat (decoration available). Holds up to 84 cans with ice! Made with eco-friendly 
OBP! 

3. 35L OBP Wheeled Explorer (12168): 35L capacity. Durable wheels. Telescopic handle. Interlock lid system. 
2 built-in bottle openers. Holds up to 42 cans with ice! Made with eco-friendly OBP.

4. 25L OBP Rotomolded Cooler (12169): 25L capacity. Rotomolded cooler. Handheld. Interlock lid system. 
Sturdy metal handle with foam grip. Holds up to 32 cans with ice!. Made with eco-friendly OBP!

1.

3.

2.

4.
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1.

2. Sasquatch Vintage Cooler (12027): 17L capacity. Hi-gloss industrial metal cooler. Aluminum accents. 
Built-in bottle opener. Holds up to 16 cans!

2. Metal Party Cooler (12056): 15L capacity. Hi-gloss industrial metal cooler. Rust-resistant steel latch and 
handles. Built-in bottle opener. Holds up to 16 cans!

3. Sasquatch Toolbox Cooler (12039): 20L capacity. Hi-gloss industrial metal cooler. Rust-resistant steel 
latch and handles. Built-in bottle opener. Holds up to 24 cans with ice!

5. Wood Top Toolbox Cooler (12055): 20L capacity. Hi-gloss industrial metal cooler. Rust-resistant steel 
latch and handles. Built-in bottle opener. Craft wood top/serving tray with 2 built-in cupholders. Holds up to 
24 cans with ice!

1. 15L Grab-N-Go Cooler (12551):

The latest addition to our Sasquatch 
line of coolers! With a generous 15-liter 
capacity, it comfortably holds up to 24 
cans with ice, ensuring your beverages 
stay refreshingly cold. The built-in 
handle adds convenience, making it 
perfect for your on-the-go adventures. 
Plus, enjoy the added feature of two 
built-in cupholders on the lid. Elevate 
your outdoor experiences with this 
portable and efficient cooler. Stay cool, 
stay refreshed – Grab-N-Go today!

2.

4.

3.

5.

2 Built-in Cup Holders!

Holds up to 24 Cans!

Built-in Handle

It's as Easy as
Grab-N-Go!
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1. Patio/Cafe Umbrella (720): 
Made in the USA! 6.5' Arc. 
Commercial grade 1.5” diameter 2 
piece aluminum frame. Anodized/
Anti -rust finish. Vinyl canopy 
with 10” valances. Custom colors 
available upon request.

2. Rolling Cooler Vending Cart 
(12004): The Rolling Cooler 
Vending cart is crafted with a 
sturdy steel body and solid plastic 
lining for high insulation. This 
absolute unit can hold up to 80 ice-
cold cans and includes a capped 
drainage hole, locking wheels, and 
brackets to hold a patio or market 
umbrella.

3. Raise The Bar Cooler (12073): 
We've raised the bar when it 
comes to coolers! Our Raise the 
Bar Cooler boasts a massive 63QT 
capacity and it's the only cooler 
that transforms into a full mini bar 
on wheels! Perfect for entertaining, 
this one-of-a-kind piece features a 
built-in bottle opener with bottle 
cap catcher, a spacious lower 
shelf for accessories, and a lid that 
becomes a bar top when extended 
8”. This showstopper can be fully 
wrapped and imprinted on top 
making it the ultimate display item, 
cooler, and bar cart all-in-one!

1.

2.

3.

Built-in Bottle 
Opener with 

Bottle Cap 
Catcher

Transforms from 
a Rolling Cooler 

to a Bar Cart with 
the Push of a 

Button
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1. Bluetooth Speaker Lamp 
(12054): Whether you're relaxing, 
partying, or even working from 
home, the Bluetooth Speaker Lamp 
can turn any time into a good 
time! This solar powered lamp 
speaker produces incredible sound 
quality and comes complete with 
a rechargeable battery, along with 
a controller for 6 different color 
settings and multiple brightness 
modes!

Light It Up! 1.

2. Sasquatch Party Bag Cooler (8164): 100% waterproof dry-bag. Holds up to 24 cans with ice! Perfect for 
outdoor adventures. Snap lock doubles as handle. Features a Bluetooth speaker & music activated color-
changing LED lights. Comes complete with USB charging cord and gift box.

3. Sasquatch Party Cooler (8165): Waterproof cooler bag. Holds up to 48 cans! Features a Bluetooth speaker 
& music activated color-changing LED lights. Made with eco-friendly PEVA! Comes complete with USB 
charging cord and gift box.

4. Sasquatch Coolerpack (8166): Holds up to 32 cans with ice! Features a Bluetooth speaker & music 
activated color-changing LED lights. Made with eco-friendly PEVA! Comes complete with a USB charging 
cord, gift packaging, and a detachable outer pocket.

5. The Nightlife (12083): Inflatable color-changing LED Bluetooth speaker. Solar-charging. Pairs to a second 
speaker. High quality Bluetooth speaker. 7 different light combinations. Comes complete with gift packaging 
and a tri-adapter (USB to iPhone Charger, USB-C, and Micro USB)

2.

4.

3.

5.
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1. 4L Mini Cooler (12190): This 
4L Mini Fridge sports a matte 
finish and a modern profile. Built 
with advanced technology, this 
fridge has a unique semiconductor 
operation that’s energy 
efficient, ultra-quiet, and 100% 
environmentally friendly. Versatile, 
lightweight, and portable, this 
fridge can go anywhere.

1.

2. 10L Cooluli Mini Fridge (12091): Thanks to its sleek front glass and stylish, minimalist design, this 
compact 10L mini fridge can also be used as a wine cooler. Built with advanced cooling technology, it has a 
unique semiconductor operation that’s energy efficient, ultra-quiet, and environmentally friendly!

3. 20L Cooluli Mini Fridge (12092): This sleek and compact thermoelectric 20L mini fridge can also be 
used as a wine cooler! Built with a sleek front glass and stylish, minimalist design,  it comes equipped with a 
unique semiconductor operation that’s energy efficient, ultra-quiet, and 100% environmentally friendly.

4. Counter Top Fridge (12020): This mini fridge boasts a 50L capacity that can fit up to 40 ice cold cans/
bottles. Features include a black tempered double-layered glass front door, LED interior lighting, adjustable 
shelf, and eco-friendly 110V/60Hz, UL plug. Laser etching available on door. 

5. Large Counter Top Fridge (12024): This 80L Large Counter Top Fridge holds up to 100 ice cold cans. 
Featuring a sleek black tempered double-layered glass front door, interior LED light, and 3 adjustable shelves. 
Includes an eco-friendly 110V/60Hz, UL plug. Laser etching available on door.

2.

4.

3.

5.
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Chairs

1.

VIP seating 
everytime!

1. New Rocker (736C): Featuring 2 built-in cupholders, a 600D RPET polyester seat, and powder coated steel 
frame, this rocking chair can hold up to 260 lbs. and folds up for easy storage and transport with carry bag 
included. Made with eco-friendly rPET!

2. Party Chair (765CRP): This combo set includes a comfortable portable chair, a 12-can cooler, and a beach 
umbrella all in one! The ultra portable set folds easily into a lightweight carry bag, making it a great gift, 
display, or incentive. Made with eco-friendly rPET! Rated 250 lbs

3. The Sports Chair (770CRP): Strong and lightweight with a steel and eco-friendly rPET polyester 
construction, The Sports Chair folds easily into the included carry bag with shoulder strap. Includes a 
built-in cupholder. 250lb weight limit

4. Double Party Chair (745CRP): Complete with 2 folding chairs, a built-in Bluetooth speaker, 12-can cooler 
with front pocket, and a full size 72" beach umbrella! This combo set folds easily into the included carry case 
with shoulder strap. Now made with eco-friendly rPET! 500lb weight limit.

1.

3.

2.

4.
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1. The Rio Grande Beach Chair 
(784CRP):

Portable backpack chair with 
padded straps & lace up 
suspension. Lightweight powder 
coated steel frame. Comfortable 
600d seat. Rear pockets. 
Cupholder. Polished wood 
armrests adjust to 4 different 
positions. Made with eco-friendly 
rPET! 250lb weight capacity

2. Bahama Beach Chair 
(780CRP):

Lightweight aluminum frame. 
Adjustable seat back. Hardwood 
arm rests with a built-in cup 
holder. Rear pocket for storage. 
Padded backpack straps for hands-
free transport. Made with eco-
friendly rPET! 225lb weight limit.

3. The Jones Beach Chair 
(785CRP):

Folding beach chair. 6-can cooler 
that fits underneath the seat. 
Adjustable clamp 36" umbrella. 
Lightweight & portable. Made with 
eco-friendly rPET! Rated 250 lbs.

Chairs That Go Where You Go!

1.

2.

3.

Easily Portable

Side Pocket and 
Cupholder

Back Pocket
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1.

1. Sling Chair (752C): Perfect for the beach or the backyard, the Sling Chair is now made with rPET material 
and Chinese hardwood. Relaxing, easily portable, and has a cupholder built into the armrest. This multi-
position reclining chair is available in 4 different colors. Weight Limit: 250 lbs.

2. PolyResin Adirondack Chair (757C): Made with HDPE Poly Resin, this eco-friendly Adirondack Chair 
is built to withstand all outdoor elements. Includes a built-in cupholder and folds compact for easy storage. 
Weight Capacity: 300lbs.

3. Adirondack Chair (750C): Nothing screams summer like an adirondack chair. This wood Adirondack 
Chair features all-over imprinting and a cupholder in one arm. Easy assembly and durable build. 

4. Wood Dock Chair (758C): A minimalist, lightweight chair that makes transport and set-up a breeze. 
Crafted from eco-friendly rPET Oxford cloth and sturdy poplar wood with a high-gloss finish, the Dock Chair 
is perfect for on-the-go fun or in-store displays. Weight Capacity: 220lbs

Kickin' It in Style

1.

3.

2.

4.
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1. South Beach Lounger Chair 
(787C):

Features sturdy wooden armrests 
that recline in 3 positions, and a 
removable velcro-secured pillow. 
The extra strong steel frame and 
durable double-layered RPET fabric 
seat can hold up to 250 lb. with 
ease. Includes 1 cupholder and 
folds up for easy storage.

2. Ad Directors Chair (783C):

Features the largest branding area 
of any chair in the industry! Built 
with a lightweight steel frame and 
soft padded 600d seat and seat 
back, this chair is comfortable, 
versatile, and travel friendly. 250lb 
weight capacity.

3. Zen Master Chair (771C):

Comfortable and convenient. This 
portable and packable chair is 
built with a lightweight powder 
coated steel frame, 600d seat and 
seat back, and a zippered pocket 
located in back of the head rest. 
Comes with an individual carry 
case. 250lb weight capacity.

Bring the 
Beach to You

1.

2.

3.
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1. Retro Webbing Chair (786C):

Promotes comfort, style, and 
portability above all with a 
lightweight powder-coated steel 
frame, solid wood arms, cupholder, 
and fully customizable webbing to 
rep your favorite sponsors. Weight 
Capacity: 250lbs.

2. Tailgate Couch (781CRP):

This one-of-a-kind piece is 
built with a lightweight steel 
construction and hardwood 
armrests with cupholders on either 
side. Great for the stadium, the 
field, the beach, or the woods, as 
well as for in-store displays! Made 
with eco-friendly rPET! 250 lb 
weight limit.

3. Zero Gravity Chair (735CRP):

Elevate your relaxation game 
to new heights with the eco-
conscious Zero Gravity Chair! 
Crafted with durable steel and 
rPET polyester, this chair is both 
sturdy and sustainable. Complete 
with a convenient side table and 
removable headrest, it's the perfect 
addition to any outdoor space. 
Made with eco-friendly rPET! Rated 
for 250lbs.

Recline & 
Unwind

1.

2.

3.

Easily Portable

Side Cupholder
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1. Bistro Table Set (12133):

Bistro-style table and two chairs 
that will add a touch of UV-printed 
je ne sais quoi to any environment! 
With a nod to classic bistro 
charm, this heavy duty table set 
will transform any space into a 
trendy yet intimate setting fit for a 
rendezvous!

2. Portable Table Tennis Game 
(12081):

Built lightweight with comfort grip 
handles, adjustable legs, and easy 
to collapse mechanics, this game 
can be transported anywhere! 
Full wrap is available making this 
3 ft x 6 ft table tennis game an 
outstanding branding opportunity. 
Comes complete with 2 paddles, 4 
balls, and a net.

3. Party Table (12059):

This 8' Folding Party Table is great 
for indoor or outdoor events, 
celebrations, and get-togethers. 
Built from a solid aluminum 
construction and a 4 color process 
laminated top, this table set is 
lightweight and portable with an 
easily adjustable height! Great 
for party games, events, and even 
tastings, everyone gets a seat at 
this table!

Can't Top These Tables

1.

2.

3.
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Games

1. Giant 4-in-a-row Game (12057): 4' tall solid wood frame with base. Sleek white finish. Easy 3-piece 
assembly. Perfect for outdoor spaces! Includes 42 decorated discs in your choice of colors. Convenient carry 
case included! Includes 4CP logo on 1 side of the board and 4CP logo on 1 side of all 42 discs.

2. Flying Saucer Game (12051): Perfect for the beach, backyard, or tailgate! Includes 2 folding portable 
targets, 2 flying discs, metal stakes, rulebook, and travel bag. Available in your choice of 3 colors. Includes 1 
color logo on each target and 4CP on both discs.

3. Giant Tumble Tower (12049):  Great for bars, restaurants, BBQs, and parties! Grows to over 5 ft. high! Set 
includes 54 wood blocks, all with a 1 color logo included. Carry case included. 4CP logo on blocks available for 
additional cost.

4. Ka' Plink Game (12084): Great for bars, restaurants, BBQs, and parties! Made from solid pine wood and 
varnished plywood. Indoor/outdoor game. Includes 6 natural wood pucks. Portable, lightweight design with 
back stand support. Front decal included.

1.

3.

2.

4.
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1. Classic Wood Corn Hole Game 
(12052):

Tailgate favorite! Made from 2' x 4' 
premium grade plywood. Solid wood legs. 
Regulation 6" holes. Set comes complete 
with 2 boards and 2 sets of 4 beanbags 
in choice of colors. Includes full color 
digitally laminated boards & zippered 
carry case. 

2. Night time Cornhole Game (12066):

Now with color-changing LED lights! 
Made from 2' x 4' premium grade 
plywood outfitted with LED lights. Solid 
wood legs. Regulation 6" holes. Set comes 
complete with 2 boards and 2 sets of 4 
beanbags in choice of colors. Includes 
full color digitally laminated boards & 
zippered carry case. Powered by 3 x AA 
batteries (not included).

3. Cornhole Cooler Game (12071):

Tailgate favorite! 35L capacity. 
Lightweight & portable. Holds up to 
40 cans! Includes 2 white & 2 black 
beanbags. Full color logo on top. 
Additional decoration available for sides 
and beanbags.

4. Portable Cornhole Game (12060):

Lightweight & portable. Comes with 2 
– 2' x 3' fabric boards with PVC frames. 
2 sets of 4 beanbags in your choice of 
colors of red, blue, white or black bean 
bags. Carry case included. Includes 1 
color logo on both boards. 4CP logo 
available for additional cost

America's Favorite Party Game

1.

2.

3.

4.
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1. Putting Trainer  (12102):

Perfect your putt with our brand 
new golf game! Each game comes 
complete with 1 golf putting mat, 
3 golf balls, an elegant wood base, 
and a ball return system - all in a 
beautifully designed gift box! The 
ball return system is outfitted with 
magnets for easy set-up and clean 
up, and brings the balls right to 
you for maximum play time. The 
putting mat simulates freshly cut 
grass with 9’ of lush green velvet 
– providing plenty of room to put 
your brand on display.

2" 3"

Anti-Slip TextureAnti-Slip Texture

Brand on DisplayBrand on Display

Dual Hole DesignDual Hole Design

Automatic Ball 
Return System
Automatic Ball 
Return System

2. Redzone Football Toss Game (12080): Includes 4 inflatable footballs, ball pump, and portable carry case. 
Constructed from PVC, the game assembles in less than 2 minutes and can be easily stored. 

3. Washer Toss Game (12078): Comes fully assembled with 2 targets and 8 plastic coated steel washers. 
This game is perfectly portable and fun for all ages. The targets are made from 100% durable birch wood, and 
the washers are available in 3 different colors (red, black, deep royal). 

4. Giant Lawn Pong Game (12070): This set includes 12 buckets, 2 heavy duty rubber balls, and a durable 
nylon carry case with shoulder strap attached. Instructions are included, and the buckets are available in 3 
different colors: royal, white, red.

5. Paddle Ball Game (12100): Each set includes two large paddles and 2 rubber balls neatly packaged in a 
sturdy mesh carrying case. And don't forget to rep all your favorite brands and sponsors with a 4CP logo on 
each side of the paddle for a smashing good time.

2.

4.

3.

5.
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1. Pickleball Set with Net (12101): Complete portable game/set ready to play, sets up in minutes. Includes steel 
poles (not weighted) , 12' net (35" high when set up) , 2 wood paddles, 2 balls and carry bag. Your choice of logo 
placement. We can fully print (4cp) both paddles or print two sides of the net (1 on front and 1 on back).

2. Pickleball Carry Bag (6120RPET): This luxe pickleball bag is made from soft and durable 100% eco-
friendly rPET polyester. Bag comes complete with an adjustable padded shoulder strap, 2 large lined zipper 
compartments big enough to hold your pickleball paddles and balls along with a change of clothes, a small 
zipper compartment for keys and other essentials, an exterior water bottle pocket, and a sturdy plastic hook for 
hanging. Available in black with gray accent and lining. 

Pickleball: America's Hottest SportPickleball: America's Hottest Sport

1.

2.

3. Indoor/Outdoor Pickleball Balls (12087): Be prepared to play rain or shine with our set of extra pickleball 
balls! 3 indoor balls and 3 outdoor balls all in a branded mesh bag so you never have to miss out on the fun! 

4. Pickleball Paddle Set Game (12085): Take it to the court - the pickleball court! Our new portable Pickleball 
Game includes the essentials for America's fastest growing sport with 2 wood paddles and 2 balls—all in a 
beautiful carry case. We can fully print (4cp) on both paddles.

5. Fiberglass Pickleball Paddle Set Game (12086): Take it to the court - the pickleball court! Our new portable 
Fiberglass Pickleball Game includes the essentials for America's fastest growing sport with 2 fiberglass paddles 
and 4 balls—all in a beautiful carry case. We can fully print (4cp) on both paddles.

4.

3.

5.
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1. Mini Tumble Tower Game 
(12063):

Whether it’s with friends in a 
bar or with family in your living 
room, this classic game has been 
entertaining people around the 
world for decades. The set includes 
54 wooden blocks, a wooden case, 
and a set of wooden dice. 

2. Tabletop Pong Game (12065):

Fun for everyone…in the office or 
at home! Precision cut cup rack 
securely fastens cups in place. 
Snug fit prevents mini cups from 
tipping and spilling. Beautiful 
hardwood construction. Includes 
24 cups and two balls.

3. Tabletop Domino Game 
(12064):

Set of 28 mini wooden dominoes in 
box. Package includes 28 dominoes 
per set. Includes 1 color logo on 1 
side of the box. 

Eco-Friendly Wood 
Tabletop Games

1.

2.

3.
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1.

1. Folding Portable Bar (PB3): Featuring an aluminum stand with MDF table top, this portable bar is easy 
to carry and simple to set up with the included interior storage shelf, full polyester wrap skirt, and easy carry 
case. Includes imprintable carry case. Skirts are made with eco-friendly rPET material!

2. Classic Wood Bar (PB2): Easy to set up, and adds a touch of sophistication and elegance to any indoor 
or outdoor space. The removable skirt can be imprinted with your logo while the wood top and 2 interior 
shelves are perfect for displaying product or bar supplies. Includes imprintable carry case. Skirts are made 
with eco-friendly rPET material!

3. Elm Street Bar Cart (12075): Ideal for display or sampling as well as everyday use around the house. 
This clean, sophisticated and sleek all white rolling cart has 3 spacious shelves, perfect for drinks, snacks, or 
entertainment on wheels. Includes full color decal to spread your message!

4. A Frame Menu Board (12022): Spread your message with creativity and flair using an A Frame Menu 
Board, perfect for indoor or outdoor use. This menu board is a step above the rest with an elegant Mahogany 
finished wood frame and full color graphics on both sides. UV print available for a message that really pops!
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3.
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1. Tuscany Pizza Oven (12110):

Cook gourmet, restaurant-style 
pizza in seconds with our brand 
new wood-fired Tuscany Pizza 
Oven with pizza stone. This 
outdoor oven's sleek, durable 
stainless steel design is built to last 
and provides a top notch cooking 
experience every time. Crafting 
authentic pies and artisanal flat 
breads is easier than ever with 
the included premium pizza 
stone. Sure to please any aspiring 
backyard chef, the Tuscany Pizza 
Oven is a guaranteed crowd-
pleaser at any gathering.

1.

2. 18" Kettle Grill (12418): This deluxe 18” heavy duty enameled kettle grill features a temperature gauge and 
an ash catcher. Includes a large logo plate that attaches to the bottom for a top notch in-store display.

3. High Dome Grill (12012): Compact and durable for all outdoor events, this miniature grill can fit on the 
tabletop or black top. Perfect for camping, tailgating, entertaining, or adventuring, the retro-inspired High 
Dome Grill features an imprintable heat resistant plaque to spread your message!

4. Giant Tailgate Grill (12010): This compact piece opens into a full-sized steel grill that can fit up to 12 
hamburgers and hot dogs at the same time! The best part is, it folds down to an impressively small, flat 
surface with a built-in handle for easy transport to any event or outing. Includes 23" x 15" chrome grill grate, 
21" x 11" warming grate, and a full color decal.

5. BBQ Grill Apron (12107): Includes spatula, fork, tongs, and oven mitt. 4 Front pockets. Adjustable straps. 
Optional engraving on utensils. Made with eco-friendly rPET! 
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1. Stainless Steel Fire Pit (12011):

Add some warmth and excitement 
to those cold autumn nights with 
our new portable Stainless Steel 
Fire Pit. The fire pit's innovative 
design provides a full fire while 
reducing smoke output  for a more 
enjoyable experience. Thanks to 
its stainless steel construction, 
this piece is built to withstand 
even the most extreme heat and 
harsh weather conditions without 
rusting. Includes a convenient 
carrying bag for portability and 
storage.

1.

No Smoke!

2.  Compact Folding Wagon (12116RP): Now made with eco-friendly rPET material. Designed with strong 
oxford cloth, and built-in cupholders, this wagon folds easily into carry bag for convenient storage. Perfect to 
carry all your snacks and refreshments for your next cookout! Weight capacity: 176lbs.

3. Patio Heater (12067): 7' height. Auto-shut off. Stainless flame screen. Ground fixture unit. Propane tank 
not included.

4. Portable Fire Pit (12005): Rust resistant. Lightweight. Legs fold for easy transport & storage. Includes 
BBQ grill grate, & ember screen. Hanging plaque for logo. Carry case included.

5. Bamboo Happy Hour Set (12108): 3 tier mini cheese board. Lightweight & compact. Includes wine pourer, 
wine stopper, drip ring, bottle opener, cheese knives, & cutting board. Laser etch your logo on top!

Create Warm Memories
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1. Commercial Grade Event Tent (1050R): This 10x10 event tent is now made with eco-friendly rPET! Features 
include a strong steel construction with replaceable molded joints and a crank to easily adjust the canopy height. 
The canopy is made with 500D fire retardant, weather resistant rPET polyester. Ground stakes included. Back 
walls, side walls, and stability bars sold separately. Includes a deluxe rolling bag with storage compartments and 
ground stakes.

2. 10' x 10' Promotional Grade Event Tent (G10R): The best selling tent in the industry at the lowest price is 
now made with eco-friendly rPET! This 10' x 10' easy open/close tent provides the best value of any tent in the 
industry with a durable, fire-retardant, weather-resistant 300 denier rPET polyester canopy and a black powder-
coated steel frame with ABS nylon joints. Easily collapses to fit inside the included soft case with wheels for easy 
transport! Full sublimation available please call for details.

King Kong Tents

1.

All Tents are Now Made
with Eco-Friendly rPET!

3. 5' x 5' Promotional Grade Event Tent (G5R): This 5' x 5'  easy open/close portable tent is now made from 
eco-friendly rPET! Our Promotional Grade Event Tent features a sturdy steel construction with wider than 
average feet and adjustable height for extra comfort and stability. The canopy is constructed of durable 600 
denier rPET polyester, making it a must-have for events or in-store displays. Tent and canopy fold easily into the 
included durable carry case. Full sublimation available please call for details.
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Full Sublimation 
Available!

Full Sublimation 
Available!

Full Sublimation 
Available as Shown!



Thank You For Choosing

Visit www.aaainnovations.com for the latest products.


